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Inebriety, its Etiology, Pathology, Treatment and Juris-
prudence. By NOBMAN K E R B , M.D., F.L.8. , Sec.
Second Edition. H . K. Lewis, 1889.

IN spite of a celebrated series of articles on the " Comparative
Study of Drunkenness," which perhaps first opened the eyes of the
medical world to the wealth of material that, is contained in the
phenomena of drunkenness, the study of this subject' has by no
means attracted the attention or the industry that it deserves.
The student who wished to refer to an accurate description of a
single case of the degrees of mania and of dementia produced by
the immediate action of alcohol, would not know where to 'lay
his hand upon the record. And yet the importance of the
subject is very great, for by means of alcohol we can artificially
produce insanity in the sanest individual. We can induce—or
rather the subject himself, for our edification, wjll induce in
himself—by rapid or slow degrees, a gradually progressive
insanity, ending at last, as all insanities do if. pushed far
enough, in coma. The value of this experimental aid to the
study of insanity is manifestly enormous, and it is a matter of
surprise and of regret that hitherto the opportunity thus given
us has been so little utilised. When, therefore, we find a work
avowedly devoted to the study of inebriety, we open it with
perhaps an exaggerated anticipation of the value of tbe material
that it is likely to contain. It appears, however, that by
inebriety Dr. Norman Kerr does not mean drunkenness.
Inebriety is, according to his definition, not the condition of
being drunk, but the condition of desiring drink. This desire,
this craving—or " crave," as he prefers to call it—is, in D/.
Norman Eerr's eyes, in itself a disease—is in fact the disease
to whose study his book is devoted. Inebriety is, he says, a
diseased condition, " the characteristic symptom of which is
an overpowering impulse to indulge in intoxication at all risks."
In another place he defines it somewhat differently as " a con-
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stitutional disease of the nervous system, characterised by a
very strong morbid impulse to, or crave for, intoxication."

This position is a very definite • one, and from his point of
view inebriety and drunkenness are very different .things. " The
act of drunkenness," says Dr. Kerr, " is no more the disease of
inebriety than is a- violent deed the disease of insanity. There
may be intoxication and there may be murder, without any
apparent underlying disease. But no inconsiderable proportion
of drunken eccentricities and of fatal criminal assaults are the
product of diseased states. As there is a morbid condition
designated ' insanity,' so there is a morbid condition designated
'inebriety.' "

In bringing forward a proposition of this character, and in
seeking to erect into a condition of definite disease a state of
things which has hitherto been looked upon as wholly or largely
a vice or moral delinquency, the onus of proof lies upon 'Dr.
Kerr. It is for him to establish the position by such evidence as
he is able to produce. But in producing his evidence he is by no
means as clear nor as free from ambiguity as in stating the pro-
position that he wishes co prove. Of direct evidence, indeed, as
distinguished from positive assertion, he brings forward but
little. Again and again we are assured that inebriety is a
disease, but beyond a statement of the Archbishop of Armagh's*
the proof that he adduces is extremely feeble. In stating the
relationship, which he 6ays is very close, of inebriety to insanity,
he falls into a curious mistake. He epdeavours to prove the
closeness of the relationship by pointing out how closely the
conduct in drunkenness resembles the conduct in insanity. But
surely this, according to his own showing, has nothing to do with
the case. If we admit, as I for one am rejoiced to admit, that
drunkenness and insanity are not merely alike, but identical in
their manifestations, we do not on that account admit that
inebriety, as defined- by Dr. Kerr, »is allied to insanity. We
prove, indeed, that drunkenness is allied to madness, but
"inebriety " iB not drunkenness. It is " a disease characterised
by an overpowering impulse to indulge in intoxication at all
risks; " and what Dr. Kerr should prove is that this disease,
and not that drunkenness, is allied to insanity.

The impression left upon the mind by this portion of the book
is, that Dr. Kerr somewhat stretches the received meaning of
words when he speaks of a morbid impulse as a disease.' By
disease is commonly meant an alteration of structure, and this
appears to be rocognised by Dr. Kerr in another Bection, in
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which he speaks of the pathological appearances of inebriety.
Under this heading are detailed the changes in the mucous
membrane of the stomach, the nutmeg liver, the fatty heart, the
granular kidney, &c. But these are the pathological appearances
not of inebriety, not ot the impulse-to drink, but of the effects of
drink. If inebriety is to be considered a disease apart from
drunkenness, then its pathological appearances and alliances
must not be confounded with those of drunkenness. This con-
fusion of the two states that have avowedly been separated
prevails throughout the.whole book, and vitiates the greater
part of the reasoning for scientific purposes.

When we turn from the scientific to the practical part of the
work, we find evidences of greater care. Dr. Kerr has evidently
had great experience in the study and treatment of drunkenness
as well as of inebriety, and he gives the results of his experience
with candour and with evident desire for accuracy.. He has,
however, become so deeply impressed with the evil effects of
drunkenness, that his hatred for alcohol in all its forms, and
indeed for stimulants generally, amounts almost to fanaticism.
He is eager to accept upon evidence that to a less biassed mind
appears insufficient, any and every evil story thai can be told
about alcohol, and attributes to it effects which may well have
resulted from, other causes. It is doubtful whether the cause
of temperance, or rather of abstinence, that he so earnestly
and enthusiastically cherishes, is not injured rather than served
by this indiscriminate advocacy.

When Dr. Kerr attributes habitual drunkenness to the casual
imbibition of a glass and a-half of champagne at a Christmas
dinner, or of a glass or two of port or sherry, he is drawing too
deeply upon his belief in the villany of his enemy. If such
dread consequences follow from such trifling causes, and if the
habits of taking opium, chloral, chlorodyne, ether, eau-de-
cologne, ginger, capsicum, gelseminum, sumbul layender, and
other drugs can be acquired in the same way, ought we not
logically to give up the use of drugs altogether? Dr. Kerr
himself advocates the administration of gentian, calumba, cas-
carilla and barkr-but how" can he feel any confidence that in
doing so he is not laying the foundation in his patient of some
horrible "crave"—of gentianism, calumbomania, cascarilliasis,
or barkism ?

All that. Dr. Kerr says about the effect of habitual excess in
alcohol in destroying the love of truth, and even the perception of
truth, is undoubtedly in accordance with fact, but it Beems as if
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an opponent—an advocatus diaboli—could retort by adducing the
effect of habitual abstinence in distorting the sober judgment,
and producing a tendency to exaggeration, not of fact, but of
inference.

CHABLEB MEBCIEB.

Traite Pratique dee Maladies Mentaies. Par le Dr. A.
CuiiLBBBB. Small 8vo, pp. 618. Paris, 1889.

THIS excellent manual, from the pen of the medical director
of the Roche-sur-Yon Lunatic Asylum, is a concise treatise on
psychological medicine as taught by the French school of to-day.

Its contents are arranged under four heads: Introductory,
comprising a short historical- survey of mental medicine,. con-
siderations relating to the pathology and pathogeny of insanity,
and the classification of its various forms; Part I., devoted to
questions on general pathology; Part H., containing the descrip-
tion of individual forms of mental alienation'; Part III., in which
the medico-legal relationships of the insane are considered.

The first subject calling for notice is the classification—a
subject which early attracts one's attention as being, in some
measure, an index to the author's originality and his command
of the matter treated. In this case, after critically examining
many of the nosologies hitherto constructed, the author elects to
base his system upon the French classical model, introducing
such addition and modifications as are necessary to bring it into
harmony with the existing state of medico-psychological science
in France.

In tabular form Dr. Culierre's system stands thus :—

[Maul*
) Melancholia I Intermittent Insanity

1. Simple Insanity < Perlodlo Insanity < Insanity of double form
(Circular Insanity

I Progress!re sjitematised delirium
/ Mental obeaiom ; irre-

itibl i l
I.

PrlmaryAIieJ
nations \

f sistible impulses
I H ^ J I I Systematised deliriam

2. DegeneraUTe Insanity < iV!r*dlj*** •{ of hereditary owe*
1 lamoltT Beasoning mania, moral
[ I insanity

• Polymorphic delirla
\3. Idiocy
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